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FUTURE DIRECTION AND CHALLENGES OF 
MALAYSIAN RARE EARTH INDUSTRY AS A 
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ROADMAP TO VISION 2020
The Goals








fully benefit from 
















Source: Academia-Industry Consultative Council 8th Dec 2011
ETP focuses on:
• 12 National Key 
Economy Areas (NKEAs)
• 131 entry point projects
• 3.3 millions new jobs by 
2020
• 60% are middle & high 
income jobs
ETP 1 year progress:
• 66% or RM10 billion 
worth of projects have 
started
• 53% of 131 entry point 
projects have taken off
• Private investments 
inceased 23.4% to 











Green Economy – Climate Change, 
Alternative and Conservative Energy
Strategic – “Middle East has Oil, China 
has Rare Earth” (Deng Xiao Peng 1987)
Human Capital Development – High 
Technology Experts
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National High Technology Research and 
Development   Program,  namely Program   863
 the objective of the program is to “gain a foothold
in the world arena; to strive to achieve
breakthroughs in key technical fields that
concern the national economic lifeline and national
security; and to achieve ‘leap-frog’ development
in key high-tech fields in which China
enjoys relative advantages or should take
strategic positions in order to provide high-
tech support to fulfill strategic objectives in





energy,   
of   rare   earth   elements   can   
in   each   one   of   the   areas   
mainly   meant   to   narrow   the   gap   
in technology between the developed 
world  and China, which still lags behind 
in technological innovation, although 
progress is being made.
focuses   on   biotechnology,   space,   
information,   laser, automation,   
and   new   materials.
The use   
be found   
in which Program 863 focuses.
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Professor Xu Guangxian
 in 2009, at the age of








ARE NOT REALLY RARE ;
WIDELY SPREAD THROUGH OUT THE
CONCENTRATIONS;
EARTH’S CRUST IN SMALL




Rare Earth Elements consist of a group of fifteen elements 
known as the Lanthanides. The lanthanides are located in 


























The world rare earth resource distribution 
(USGS 2010)
China, 36m tonne, 
36.52% 

















The world rare earth supply in 2009 
(USGS 2010)
China 94.23%













USA (Molycorp) – $1.25 / lb
CHINA - $ 2.53 / lb

















Enhance the environment, safety and 
health aspects of the management of 
industrial estates
Undertake a national exercise to map the 
potential rare earths alluvial and hard-
rock deposits
Incentivise the upstream mining and 
extraction of rare earths through 
partnership with global enterprises
33
Incentivise investments in the
downstream manufacturing of rare-
earth based products
Build the key competence in human
capital for the entire value chain of




Strengthen the legal and regulatory
framework to enable the effective
functioning of the rare earths
business
Undertake coordinated,
comprehensive and continual public









 Rare Earth Recycling
 Rare Earth Processing





•UMP & UTAR (Lead), UTEM, UTP, 
UKM
RESEARCH AREA
•Mining Engineering, Material Science 
and Engineering, Processing, 
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